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ALBRECHT DÜRER: MASTER PRINTS 

AUGUST 24–OCTOBER 14, 2018 

 

Albrecht Dürer (1471–1528). The Standard Bearer, 1502. Engraving. Reading Public Museum, Reading, PA. 

 
Visionary and imaginative Renaissance master printmaker Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528) revolutionized printmaking 
into an independent art form in the 15th-century. Rediscover the work of this virtuoso painter, etcher, and 
draftsman in this exhibition of 30 woodblock prints and engravings. 

The range of subjects include narratives from the Old and New Testaments, mythology, portraits, and images of 
saints. The exhibition also examines several works by some of Dürer’s most influential contemporaries: Albrecht 
Altdorfer and Martin Schongauer, among others. 

Albrecht Dürer: Master Prints is organized by the Reading Public Museum, Reading, Pennsylvania. 

 

Exhibition support provided by Rex and Katharine Pingle, Cynthia and Ed Shumaker, and Joan Vinson. 

 



SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

Docent tours on Thursdays from noon to 3 p.m. Free, no registration required. 

September 5 Art Express Lunchtime Tour. Art Educator Lucinda Edinberg will give a lunchtime gallery talk on the 
exhibition from 12:15 to 12:45 p.m. 

September 23 Try-It Workshop. Experience the carving technique of linoleum for an understanding of Dürer’s 
talent and craftsmanship. Led by master printmaker Max-Karl Winkler, participants will carve a small block and 
create a print. 2 to 4 p.m. $15 for Mitchell Gallery Members; $25 non-members. No experience necessary. Basic 
materials provided. This event is full. 

September 26 Lecture and Members Reception. Eric Denker, Senior 
Lecturer at the National Gallery of Art, will lecture on Albrecht Dürer in 
Context at 5:30 p.m. in the Great Hall of McDowell Hall. Mitchell Gallery 
Members’ Libations and Conversation Reception immediately following 
the lecture. 

September 30 Sunday Session: Print like Dürer! from 1 to 3 p.m. Learn 
how Dürer changed printmaking as an individual art form and create an 
original linoleum print based upon his woodcut techniques. Open to 
ages 7–15; materials fee is $15. This event is cancelled. 

October 3 Book Club. Join members of the Mitchell Gallery Book Club for a docent tour of the exhibition followed 
by a discussion of The Relic Master by Christopher Buckley from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Tutor emeritus Tom May will 
lead the discussion. This event is full. 

October 14 Sunday Afternoon Lecture. Art Educator Lucinda Edinberg will lead a tour of the exhibition at 3 p.m. 

GIFTS IN-KIND 

Art Things, Inc., Graul’s Market, Kathleen McSherry, Merrifield Graphics and Publishing Service, and Up.St.ART.  

Eric Denker, National Gallery of Art 



CHILDHOOD CLASSICS: 100 YEARS OF CHILDREN’S BOOK ILLUSTRATION 

OCTOBER 24–DECEMBER 16, 2018 

 

Hilary Knight (b. 1926), Cover, watercolor on board, from “Beauty and the Beast” by Marie Leprince de Beaumont, translated by Richard 
Howard, 1963. 

Illustrations that bring your favorite children’s books to life with over 140 original works. Explore the history of 
children’s books from the turn-of-the-century pen-and-ink Mother Goose art of Sarah Noble Ives, to the most 
popular works of today including the digital creations of Mo Willems. This exhibition features the original art of Dr. 
Seuss, Richard Scarry, Rosemary Wells, Hilary Knight, Maurice Sendak’s Where the Wild Things Are and Garth 
Williams’ Stuart Little. Revisit classic illustrations of fondly remembered characters including Dick and Jane, Eloise, 
Madeline, The Cat in the Hat, and Babar. Read a review of the "Childhood Classics" exhibition in the Baltimore Sun. 

The exhibition was curated and organized by Lee Cohen and Lois Sarkisian, co-founders of Every Picture Tells A 
Story, in association with Landau Traveling Exhibitions. 

Exhibition Tour Management by Landau Traveling Exhibitions. 

This exhibition is generously supported by Annapolis Subaru and PNC Foundation with additional support provided 
by Deborah B. Coons and George and Madeleine Hughes. 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/maryland/anne-arundel/bs-fe-childrens-illustrations-exhibit-20181107-story.html


SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

Docent tours on Thursdays from noon to 3 p.m. Free, no registration required. 

October 26 Members Preview Reception. Be the first to preview the exhibition at this elegant wine and hors 
d’oeuvres reception from 5 to 7 p.m. By invitation only. Call 410-295-5551 or become a member here. 

November 4 Try-It Workshop. Create your own storybook character in ink and watercolor pencil with artist and 
illustrator Lindsay Bolin Lowery. Ages 16 years and up. No drawing skills or previous art experience needed. 
Workshop runs from 2 to 4 p.m. with all supplies provided. $15 for Mitchell Gallery Members; $25 for non-
members. Registration required. Call 410-626-2556 or register online. 

November 7 Collectors’ Lecture. “Childhood Classics” collectors and curators Lois Sarkisian and Lee Cohen will 
lecture on the exhibition at 5:30 p.m. 

November 11 Caritas Society’s Meet the Authors. This program complements the “Childhood Classics” exhibition. 
Three children’s book authors will discuss their work and approach to writing for young people. Sean Rubin, Susan 
Weisberg, and Tami Lewis Brown will discuss their work. Purchase tickets online. 

November 14 Art Express Lunchtime Tour. Join Art Educator Lucinda Edinberg for a tour from 12:15 to 12:45 p.m. 

December 6 Book Club. Join members of the Mitchell Gallery Book Club for a docent tour followed by a discussion 
of Charlotte’s Web by E.B. White from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Mitchell Gallery Art Educator Lucinda Edinberg will lead 
the discussion. Registration is required. Call 410-626-2556. This event is full. 

December 16 Sunday Afternoon Lecture. Art Educator Lucinda Edinberg will lead a tour of the exhibition at 3 p.m. 

GIFTS IN-KIND 

Art Things, Inc., Barnes & Noble Annapolis, Historic Inns of Annapolis, Kathleen McSherry, Merrifield Graphics and 
Publishing Service, The Symmetry Agency, and Up.St.ART.  

https://www.sjc.edu/annapolis/mitchell-gallery/membership-information
https://community.stjohnscollege.edu/mgtryitnov18
https://www.sjc.edu/friends/caritas-society#childhoodclassics


PAINTED PAGES: ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS, 13TH–18TH CENTURIES 

JANUARY 9–FEBRUARY 24, 2019 

 

Joachinus de Gigantibus de Rotenberg (illuminator), German, active 1440s–1490s and Pietro Ursuleo of Capua (scribe), Italian, died 1484. 
Bifolios from a Book of Hours, Italian, 1465–1483. Opaque watercolor, gold, and ink on parchment. Museum Purchase Reading Public Museum, 

Reading, Pennsylvania. 

Explore the rich pageantry of the Golden Age of handmade manuscripts. Many of these Western and Non-Western 
artisans employed elaborate gold leaf decoration, calligraphy, and intricate ornamentation on parchment and 
vellum. 

This exhibition includes European and middle-Eastern medieval Bibles, prayer books, psalters, breviaries, and other 
sacred manuscripts. Examples from Hebrew texts, leaves from the Koran and the Persian epic poem, “Shahnameh” 
(the Persian “Book of Kings”), are included. 

Listen to the WBJC interview with Lucinda Edinberg, Mitchell Gallery Art Educator, about the Painted Pages 
exhibition. 

Painted Pages: Illuminated Manuscripts, 13th–18th Centuries is organized by the Reading Public 
Museum, Reading, Pennsylvania. 

Exhibition support provided by Melvin and Judy Bender, James W. Cheevers, Tara Balfe Clifford/Cliftara Bed & 
Breakfast, Rex and Katharine Pingle, Joan Vinson, and the Watt Family. 

 

http://www.wbjc.com/2019/wbjc-programs/interviews/painted-pages-at-the-mitchell-gallery/


SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

Docent tours on Thursdays from noon to 3 p.m. Free, no registration required. 

January 27 Lecture and Members’ Reception. Stephanie Stillo, curator of 
the Lessing J. Rosenwald Collection, Rare Books and Special Collections at 
the Library of Congress, will present a lecture on “The Painted and the 
Printed: The Illustrated Book in Western Europe, c. 1450-1500” at 3 p.m. 
Mitchell Gallery Members’ Libations and Conversation Reception 
immediately following the lecture. Become a member. Registration 
required to attend the lecture. Register for Lecture and Members’ 
Reception.  

January 29 “Tuesday Try-It” Workshop I, 2–4 p.m. Participants, led by artist Jean Brinton Jaecks, will create and 
paint a decorative initial letter from an illuminated manuscript based on examples from the Medieval to the 
Renaissance. No experience necessary. $15 for Mitchell Gallery members; $25 for non-members. Supplies 
provided. Adults ages 16 years and up. Registration required. Call 410-626-2556 or register for “Tuesday Try-It” 
Workshop I. This event is FULL. 

February 6 Art Express Lunchtime Tour. Join Art Educator Lucinda Edinberg for a tour from 12:15 to 12:45 p.m. 

February 14 Book Club, 2:30–4:30 p.m. Join members of the Mitchell Gallery Book Club for a docent tour followed 
by a discussion of selected chapters of Color: A Natural History of the Palette by Victoria Finlay. Artists Jean Brinton 
Jaecks and Harry Jaecks will lead the discussion. Registration is required. The book is for sale in the St. John’s 
College Bookstore with a 10% discount for Mitchell Gallery members. This program is FULL. 

February 17 Sunday Afternoon Lecture. Art Educator Lucinda Edinberg will lead a tour of the exhibition at 3 p.m. 

February 19 “Tuesday Try-It” Workshop II, 2–4 p.m. With the guidance of artist bookmaker Joan Machinchick, 
participants will create a simple two signature book sewn on tapes, with cover. No experience necessary. Supplies 
provided. $15 for Mitchell Gallery members; $25 for non-members. Adults ages 16 years and up. Registration 
required. Call 410-626-2556 or register for “Tuesday Try-It” Workshop II. 

February 24 “Winter Winds” Annapolis Symphony Wind Quartet in the Mitchell Gallery, 3 p.m. The Annapolis 
Symphony Orchestra presents “Winter Winds,” the second concert of their Chamber Music Series, taking place at a 
variety of local venues around town. The Annapolis Symphony Wind Quartet, featuring flute, oboe, clarinet, and 
bassoon, will perform compositions from French composers Jaxques Ibert and Jean Francaiz, and German 
composer Karl Goepfart. $25 per ticket. Limited seating is available. Call 410-263-0907 or 
visit annapolissymphony.org for more information. SOLD OUT! There are no tickets available. 

GIFTS IN-KIND 

Kathleen McSherry, Merrifield Graphics and Publishing Service, the Symmetry Agency, and Up.St.ART.  

Stephanie Stillo, Library of Congress 

https://www.sjc.edu/annapolis/mitchell-gallery/membership-information
http://community.stjohnscollege.edu/mglec119
http://community.stjohnscollege.edu/mglec119
https://community.stjohnscollege.edu/mgtryitjan29
https://community.stjohnscollege.edu/mgtryitjan29
https://community.stjohnscollege.edu/mgtryitfeb19
https://annapolissymphony.org/


MAKING OUR MARK: EIGHT WASHINGTON PRINTMAKERS 

MARCH 7–APRIL 21, 2019 

 

Max-Karl Winkler, Before Sunrise Gull Lake (2013). Color woodcut. 

A collective of eight prominent regional artists drawn together through printmaking. The artists—Andis 
Applewhite, Jenny Freestone, Pauline Jakobsberg, Lee Newman, Margaret Adams Parker, Terry Svat, Ellen Verdon 
Winkler, and Max-Karl Winkler—became friends and colleagues in the 1990s and early 2000s as members of the 
Washington Printmakers Gallery. They have been active in the Washington, DC area for many years, producing 
hand-pulled prints in traditional and state-of-the-art techniques, from woodcut and etching to solar plate and 
paper lithography. The show, consequently, features several varieties of printmaking, although each of the artists 
has contributed pieces in other media. 

Organized by Max-Karl Winkler. 

Support for this exhibition is generously provided by The Helena Foundation with additional support by Anna E. 
Greenberg. 

 

 

  



SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

Docent tours on Thursdays from noon to 3 p.m. Free, no registration required. 

March 8 Members Preview Reception. Be the first to preview the exhibition at this elegant wine and hors d’oeuvres 
reception from 5 to 7 p.m. By invitation only. Call 410-295-5551 or become a member. 

March 10 Artists Panel Discussion. Join the exhibiting artists in a discussion about their training, techniques, studio 
habits, and inspiration at 3 p.m. Free. Registration required. 

REGISTER FOR THE ARTISTS PANEL DISCUSSION 

March 17 Sunday Lecture. Christopher With, educator (retired), National Gallery of Art, and President of The 
Washington Print Club, will discuss the exhibition in the Mitchell Gallery at 3 p.m. Registration is required. 

REGISTER FOR THE CHRISTOPHER WITH LECTURE 

March 20 Art Express Lunchtime Tour. Join Art Educator Lucinda Edinberg for a tour from 12:15 to 12:45 p.m. 

March 26 “Tuesday Try-It” Workshop. Participants led by artist Lee Newman will create their own watercolor 
monotype print from 2 to 4 p.m. No experience necessary. $15 for Mitchell Gallery Members; $25 for non-
members. Adults ages 16 yrs. and up. Registration is required. This event is FULL. 

April 4 Book Club. Join members of the Mitchell Gallery Book Club for a docent tour followed by a discussion of 
“The Indignant Eye: The Artist as Social Critic in Prints and Drawings from the Fifteenth Century to Picasso” by 
Ralph E. Shikes from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Artist Margaret Parker will lead the discussion. Registration is required. 

REGISTER FOR THE BOOK CLUB 

GIFTS IN-KIND 

Art Things, Inc., Kathleen McSherry, Merrifield Graphics and Publishing Service, and Up.St.ART.  

https://www.sjc.edu/annapolis/mitchell-gallery/membership-information
https://community.stjohnscollege.edu/mgpd319
https://community.stjohnscollege.edu/mglec319
http://community.stjohnscollege.edu/mgbk419


 ST. JOHN’S COLLEGE COMMUNITY ART EXHIBITION 2019 

APRIL 28–MAY 12, 2019 

This annual exhibition is a diverse collection of ceramics, paintings, drawings, prints, sculpture, textiles, and 
photographs that elegantly represent the artistic talent of the St. John’s College Community (students, faculty, 
staff, alumni, and friends). 

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

April 28 Artists Opening Reception and Charles Vernon Moran Prize Announcement from 1 to 2:30 p.m. 

 

Aisha El-Khatiba, Crimson Sky, Watercolor. 

 

T.S. Martin, Orchid House, Close Observations, Watercolor and ink on paper.  



IMAGE & IMAGINATION: ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY JURIED EXHIBITION 2019 

MAY 23–JUNE 9, 2019 

 

Wasted, oil on panel by Deborah Kommalan 

Celebrate the work of 83 local artists at Image & Imagination: Anne Arundel County Juried Exhibition. Juror LuLen 
Walker, curator of collections at Georgetown University, has selected pieces across many mediums from artists 
living or working in Anne Arundel County, including photography, sculpture, watercolor, printmaking, and mixed 
media. See the works on view in the online gallery and read the Artist Statements and the Juror’s Statement. 

Listen to the WBJC interview with Lucinda Edinberg, art educator at the Mitchell Gallery, about this year’s Image & 
Imagination exhibition.  

  

http://themitchellgallery.org/sales/salesgallery.php?exhibit=5
https://www.wbjc.com/2019/wbjc-programs/interviews/the-mitchell-gallery-celebrates-83-local-artists/


SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

May 23: Artists Opening Reception 
Artists Opening Reception from 5 to 6:30 p.m. Registration is closed. 

We thank the following for their continuous funding and support: Annapolis Subaru, Anne Arundel County, the 
Arts Council of Anne Arundel County, the City of Annapolis, Thomas P. Gohagan and Company, The Helena 
Foundation, the Maryland State Arts Council, the Estate of Elizabeth Myers Mitchell, the Mitchell Gallery Board of 
Advisors, Members of the Mitchell Gallery, Mrs. Ruth Mitchell, the John and Hilda Moore Fund, the National 
Endowment for the Arts, the Lillian Vanous Nutt Mitchell Gallery Endowment, Rex and Katharine Pingle, and the 
Clare Eddy and Eugene V. Thaw Fine Arts Fund. 

The Mitchell Gallery 2018–19 Exhibition Season is generously supported by Chesapeake Medical Imaging, Mark 
Baganz and Laura Salladin. 

2019 IMAGE & IMAGINATION 

Just a few examples from this year’s Image & Imagination juried exhibition. 

SEE MORE SUBMITTED WORKS 

 

 

    

Lucent Dream by Kathy 
Dewalt, watercolor. 

Wildflowers from Rocks 
by Warren Kahle, archival 

digital photography. 

Reflected Morning by 
Joan Essex Johnson, oil on 

panel. 

Rice Paddy with Wind-
shaped Tree, digital 
photographic print. 

 

http://themitchellgallery.org/sales/salesgallery.php?exhibit=5


 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
  

 
 

 

Image & Imagination: 
Anne Arundel County Juried Exhibition 

It must take an incredible leap of faith to contemplate a blank canvas, paper or other visual media while preparing to render an image or idea in the mind’s eye. 
Artists are visual poets and we are fortunate to enjoy the products of their eforts which enrich our experience and encourage us to think diferently about our world 
and where we ft within it. 

I was honored to serve as juror for the Mitchell Gallery’s biannual Image & Imagination exhibition celebrating the great artistic talent of the Anne Arundel 
community. It has been a privilege to view and assess a dazzling array of submissions in all variety of media. Choosing three award winners was extremely 
challenging, but ultimately I went with what spoke to me on something of a spiritual level. As Best in Show, Sally Wern Comport’s beautifully drawn illustration 
Harriet Tubman, Song of Freedom speaks to social issues we must confront on a daily basis. It portrays the bravery and strength of Harriet Tubman, the heroic 
escaped slave who helped so many others through the covert network known as the Underground Railroad. Comport was commissioned to paint murals for the 
Harriet Tubman Underground Railroad National Historical Park in Church Creek, Maryland, where one can see this scene on a large scale as part of the narrative of 
Tubman’s life.  

To recognize the outstanding photographic submissions I selected a digital print for Best Two-Dimensional prize. Te prismatic, A Starry Night by John T. Hanou 
resonated with me. Here, stars appear in the form of watery droplets among a framework that suggests a magnifed view of organic matter. In titling this work afer 
the iconic painting by Van Gogh, the artist draws some interesting parallels. Hanou began his photographic work in 1971 and has found ways to dynamically expand 
the camera’s efects through digital “darkroom” manipulation. As explained on his web page: “I try to capture the world as we know it, and ofer it in a manner we 
have not thought of.” 

Te choice for Best Tree-Dimensional work, De Divina Proportione by Eddie Lavin is from the aptly named series Transcendance. As an avid fan of Italian 
Renaissance art, I was drawn to the fgure emerging from the unblemished surface of the cold and beautiful marble like a living being. Lavin works in pure marble 
mined in Italy, perhaps the most beautiful medium for its purity and surface smoothness. His title is taken from Pico della Mirandola’s 1486 Oration on the Dignity of 
Man, a key treatise of Renaissance Humanism, vastly infuential to giants like Raphael and Michelangelo. Lavin’s idealized form refects the proportions delineated in 
della Mirandola’s writings. 

Te scope of Image & Imagination includes works that fall within four basic genres: landscape or nature, still-life, portraiture or fgural, and abstraction. Tese are 
presented in a wide variety of media and artistic perspectives. It’s a great opportunity to see how varied approaches interact with one another revealing multiple layers 
of perception, efectively channeling a visual dialog. Among the technical tours de force is Deborah Kommalan’s still-life Wasted, depicting an overturned glass with 
amber liquid and ice cubes splashing out of the picture plane, seemingly aimed toward the viewer. Tis is a masterful trompe l’oeil (literally meaning to fool the eye), 
a genre introduced and perfected by Dutch and Italian Old Master painters. In the same tradition is the assemblage of pop culture snack foods, candy, cigars and 
whiskey expertly rendered in Mary Ellen Geissenhainer’s drawing Bob’s Provisions. Te charming Pottery and Chinese Lanterns painted by Nancy McCarra recalls 
works by William Merritt Chase recently exhibited at the Phillips Collection in Washington, D.C. Both are inspired by Asian aesthetics and efectively use color to 
accent smaller objects. Te sense of quietude in these carefully arranged still-lifes imparts serenity. Some of them might tempt the viewer to reach in and handle the 
inanimate objects. 

Among the many lovely landscape views, Rick Schimpf ’s Annapolis Snow Day uses perspective to efectively draw the eye towards the steeple of St. Anne’s 
Episcopal Church in the heart of Annapolis. Tis has appeal for locals and visitors alike. Mike Torpe’s Clouds and Steam is an arresting photograph of a classic, 
steam-powered locomotive. Te heavy cloud cover seamlessly merges with the smoke from the engine, dominating the scene. Te absence of color is the perfect 
choice for this mechanical subject which imparts the expansionist vision of 19th century America. Technical control as well as a unique approach to landscape 
combine in Janice Hendra’s Ancestral, a compelling blend of representation and abstraction. Te high horizon line with shapes of houses foats above a fattened 
foreground with stenciled circles. 

Tere are some eloquent portraits in this show. Sandra Cohen, Harry Lloyd Jaecks, and Andree Tullier are impressive drafsmen of the human form. Possibly the 
most challenging of genres, portraits are most successful when they reveal some aspect of personality rather than a strictly mirror image. In Cohen’s Golden Shawl, 
a wistful young lady gazes into the distance, deep in thought. Jaecks’ Deadrise Captain, a masterful half-fgure, appears focused and listening, while Tullier’s pastel, 
Gabriel, captures an enigmatic expression on a sensitive youth. Also in the fgural category, Kathy Daywalt’s lighthearted and joy-flled watercolor Lucent Dream is a 
decorative approach combining shapes and patterns in a pallete of blue and gold. Te woman in blue merges with the swirls and discs of the background in an efect 
evocative of Art Nouveau master Gustave Klimt. 

Non-objective works which address composition, balance and color can be universal in appeal. Martin Beadle’s engaging mixed media Assembly presents four rows 
of brightly colored fbers dangling from horizontal twigs. Tis assemblage of color dances in front of a woven background of thin vertical strands. In her photograph 
Swirling Paper, Tara Cliford creates a fascinating arrangement of circular forms fowing across the surface in hypnotic, undulating waves. Among the few artists 
working in traditional printmaking, Mark Lindley’s lithograph Pilgrimage is a stand-out. His calligraphic black lines seem to contain countless human fgures layered 
with patches of sof color in a mid-century modernist ethic. 

Ingenuity and imagination are foremost in several of the three-dimensional works. As a curator employed in a library setting, I responded to Kass McGowan’s 
multi-media made from found objects. Te tribute to Eleanor Roosevelt, combines pages from an encyclopedia book-ended by a pair of carved architectural forms. 
Cindy Winnick’s Ruby Burlesque is a whimsical mannequin wearing a red feathered boa perched casually on a stool, one leg crossed over the other. I was compelled to 
wonder: is she a parody or a celebration of individuality? 

Tere are eighty-three artists represented in this exhibition and I want to congratulate them and thank the staf of the Mitchell Gallery, especially director Hydee 
Schaller, art educator Lucinda Edinberg, and preparator Neal Falanga, for pulling together this expansive and ambitious show. We’re excited to present this selection 
of the area’s fnest artists and artworks. Teirs is a calling that is deserving of recognition and support. I hope visitors will be attracted by the variety of imagery and 
media to return and discover many more wonders than could be included in this appraisal. 

We thank the following for their continuous funding and support:Anne Arundel County, the Arts Council of Anne Arundel County, Chesapeake Medical Imaging and Mark Baganz 
and Laura Salladin, the City of Annapolis,Thomas P. Gohagan & Company,The Helena Foundation, the Maryland State Arts Council, the Estate of Elizabeth Myers Mitchell, the 

Mitchell Gallery Board of Advisors, Members of the Mitchell Gallery, Mrs. Ruth Mitchell, the John and Hilda Moore Fund, the National Endowment for the Arts, 
the Lillian Vanous Nutt Mitchell Gallery Endowment, Rex and Katharine Pingle, 

and the Clare Eddy and Eugene V.Thaw Fine Arts Fund. 



Image & Imagination: Anne Arundel County Juried Exhibition 2019 

Artist Statements 

Harold Ashby (Annapolis, MD) 
When I travel to distant places, I try to isolate simple images from which I can create a work of 
art that makes a statement about the place I visited. My goal is to look beyond the iconic scenes 
and elevate an unusual and beautiful element into the consciousness of those who view my work. 
Contact: Harold@haroldashby.com  

Martin Beadle (Annapolis, MD) 
I gather natural materials with interesting shapes and combine them with beads and found 
objects. Contact: dougmartin703@gmail.com 

David Brault (Edgewater, MD)  
An emerging artist who paints landscapes of Anne Arundel County and the United Kingdom 
and, more recently, is exploring the possibilities of the zentangle. Influences include many local 
artists and teachers from Anne Arundel Community College, Maryland Hall, and the Muddy 
Creek Artists Guild. He is also grateful for the opportunity to finally realize a lifelong dream of 
being considered an artist. Contact: dbrault493033328@aol.com 

Tara Balfe Clifford (Edgewater, MD) 
Swirling Paper is an innovative way of turning trash to visual treasure. The image features 
aggregated circles and flowing ribbon based on a California Company's' imagination of how to 
recycle 40,000 pieces of paper from 18 years of annual reports.  
Contact: clifford.tara@gmail.com 

Sandra J. Cohen (Annapolis, MD) 
Rather late in life, retired from a career in the law, Sandy was inspired by her six irresistible 
grandchildren to try her hand at portraiture. This rapidly developed into an absorbing and 
widening focus on the beauty and particularity of portrait subjects, and to activities as an Artist 
in Residence and portrait studio manager, with recognition coming through awards both regional 
and national. Contact: sjcportraits@gmail.com 

Sally Wern Comport (Annapolis, MD) 
A young Harriet Tubman sings a hidden message of her departure to her remaining family 
members as she embarks on her first remarkable journey from enslavement. As part of The 
National Park Service’s Harriet Tubman Underground Railroad Visitor Center in Blackwater 
National Wildlife Refuge, the intention of the painting through palette, expression and the large 
life-size reproduction of this original artwork, is to capture the dramatic retelling of her story 
within the exhibit. Contact: sally@artatlargeinc.com 

mailto:dougmartin703@gmail.com
mailto:sally@artatlargeinc.com


Carolyn Adreon Councell (Pasadena, MD) 
It was my intention to project the beauty and fragility of nature in my painting "Red Winged 
Blackbird." This is a scene I have experienced which has remained with me for years. I believe 
that being aware of our environment is so important to our quality of life which we need to 
protect. Contact: caramarb@aol.com 

Carol Cowie (Annapolis, MD) 
Whether I am outdoors or in my studio, my painting always starts with an idea. Sometimes it is 
the light, or a play of patterns and rhythms of shadows, magnificent skies, or simply a bold color. 
I always compose my concept in a small sketch I am excited about and stick to my idea. I believe 
a good design is the bones of a good painting. From there it is all fun mixing color, changing up 
brushwork, variation in edges, calligraphy, and dynamic energy. Paintings need to be expressive 
and draw the viewer in without a lot of detail, so I stick to my lifelong professional motto: keep it 
simple. Contact: carol@carolcowie.com 

Barbara Dahlberg (Crofton, MD) 
My favorite subjects for my art quilts are animals. I love the vast array of facial expressions and 
body language that I can dramatize in fabric and turn into whimsical portraits of our furry and 
feathered friends. Contact: barbaradg@comcast.net 

Kathy Daywalt (Glen Burnie, MD) 
Intuition and reaction are two tools I enjoy employing when working with watercolor on YUPO.  
I first apply paint freely, intuitively, without plan. The next step is to compose around what is 
there, adding texture and pattern to enrich the whole. Contact: kath@daywalt.net 

Karen Elaine deGraffenreid (Annapolis, MD) 
Karen Elaine is a retired educator who discovered a talent in watercolor after retiring from the 
school system eight years ago. She became inspired by nature and through her travels within and 
outside the U. S. Her work ranges from semi-abstract to realism. 
Contact: Karendeg8@gmail.com 

Trish Doty (Arnold, MD) 
I look at watercolor as a visual language which I strive to interpret through light and color, 
composition and mood. I favor subjects that have a sense of history and enjoy sharing those 
stories through my paintings. Contact: trishdoty@icloud.com 

Jim Earl (Crownsville, MD) 
My etching, “Paint Branch,” shows one of two streams that merge to form the Anacostia 
River. In this print, I used hard and soft ground etching techniques to depict a bridge from 
Hyattsville to Bladensburg where railroad tracks cross the stream. Contact: earl_ja@verizon.net 

Nina Maria Ellsworth (Edgewater, MD) 
In my work I strive to capture the specificity of a moment in time by depicting everyday places 
and objects, whether a downtown street on a rainy spring morning or the fall of morning light 
across a vase. I am an Annapolis native and love to paint on-location around town and 
beyond. Contact: nina.ellsworth@gmail.com 

mailto:carol@carolcowie.com
mailto:trishdoty@icloud.com
mailto:nina.ellsworth@gmail.com


Anita Louise Ewing (Edgewater, MD) 
In watercolor there is always an element of surprise, of chance. The colors blend on the paper; 
the paints flow. I am always exploring other media, but so far, watercolor is still the medium that 
takes my breath away. Contact: ewing400@gmail.com 

Carol P. Falk (Annapolis, MD) 
With an academic background in Asian art, my brush aims for spontaneity and simplicity. The 
color, line, texture and layered symbols are intended to convey the mood and message of a 
moment in time. Contact: cpfalk@verizon.net 

Joyce Feldman (Chester, MD) 
Joyce is a former environmental consultant with a life-long interest in photography. She has 
studied printmaking, primarily at Anne Arundel Community College. Beginning with monotypes 
and intaglio, she has explored relief techniques and screen prints.  Moving thorough deep etch 
intaglio/aquatint, her newest efforts are in photo lithography. Her art work has been part of 
shows in various Annapolis venues, Chesapeake College and the Kent Island Federation of Art. 
In addition, she has pieces that are now part of the AACC student art collection.  
Contact: joycefeldman.2000@gmail.com 

James H. Finnerty (Arnold, MD) 
I have been taking photos for over 65 years and I can honestly say that I have enjoyed every 
minute. I am also looking forward to lighter and faster cameras and to programs that will allow 
me to take images and turn them into art. Contact: jfinnerty08@gmail.com 

James Fitzsimmons (Baltimore, MD) 
My work stems from a desire to use the world and the objects in it to convey a personal sense of 
reality. I work towards representation beyond that of mere depiction or emulation. The world, its 
spaces and objects have a hidden meaning for me.  

My best work comes from the struggle of how a painting or drawing develops. The truth is, 
things appear and disappear and ultimately the work becomes what it wants to be. 

Great works of art are something like icons for me; they possess a soul. I would like my work to 
be the same. Contact: Jamesfitzsimmonsartist.com 

Catherine Fuller (Annapolis, MD) 
White Orchids - Like many watercolor artists, I enjoy painting flowers; especially orchids. These 
orchids were inspired by those on exhibit at the Philadelphia Flower Show. I took so many 
wonderful reference photos that I hope to paint someday. Contact: cfuller432@aol.com 



Kathleen Ryan Gardiner (Arnold, MD) 
In my paintings of the horses of NC and MD I’ve attempted to capture the freedom and wildness 
of both the horse and the landscape. In “Morning Triune,” the wind moves the manes and tails 
and whips up the ocean’s surface while the trio faces east into the light of a new day. My work 
begins with a pencil drawing and then to the first of numerous washes working to slowly build 
up rich color, leaving some white sparkle, and eventually brushing in the dramatic earthy darks. 
Contact: kathyrgardiner@gmail.com 

Mary Ellen Geissenhainer (Pasadena, MD) 
My current work focuses on contemporary still life drawings. I collect and pose objects to create 
“connections.” Many of my pieces are biographical…featuring collections of objects that seek to 
create a “portrait” of a person. Strong color and lighting help to contribute to a photorealistic 
effect. Contact: www.maryellengeissenhainer.com 

Joseph H. Gruver (Arnold, MD) 
I have been photographing the Chesapeake Bay area since 1970. I first picked up a camera in 
1964 while at MICA and have not put it down since. Through my sordid career (photojournalist, 
police crime lab supervisor, police detective sergeant and owner of Crabtown Photography), I 
always had a camera with me. I always try to see and photograph things that other people miss or 
don't see. Contact: crabtownphoto@msn.com 

David Matthew Haas (Annapolis, MD) 
Storms Come and Storms Go - The storm dramatically comes in on the left and goes out on the 
right, an event that occurs over time but here we see it all at once, it is an event of the mind. It is 
about “time,” the passage of time and what it means internally. Simultaneously it is also a 
metaphor for life. Contact: davidhaas1@verizon.net 

John T. Hanou (Severna Park, MD) 
A Starry Night is part of my “Broken Dreams” series of photographs of old car plated-glass 
windows that have endured the elements of weather over the years. I try to capture the world as 
we know it, and offer it in a manner that we have not thought of. I strive to create photos that 
sometimes transcend reality. Contact: hanouphotography.com 

Neil Harpe (Annapolis, MD) 
I studied painting at the Corcoran School of Art during the sixties when the “Washington Color 
School” was at its peak; so colorful geometric abstraction is nothing new to me. However, since 
my graduation from the Corcoran in 1969, my work has been primarily representational. My 
MFA thesis consisted of nine surrealist color lithographs entitled “Juxtaposition of Realities” 
which included subjects like butterflies and dragonflies portrayed in anomalous settings. For my 
watercolor “Juxtaposition,” I revisited the concept, intermingling a realistically rendered spider 
with a “color school” abstract. Contact: neil@stellaguitars.com 

Janice Hendra (Severna Park, MD) 
Creating an image that expresses my reality or displays a feeling that comes from within is 
always what motivates me to paint. Sometimes the feeling is sensitive and deeply personal and 
sometimes it's just lighthearted and humorous. Contact: janhend@hotmail.com 



Joan Essex Johnson (Annapolis, MD) 
I find inspiration for my paintings from light, its movement across form, and the details that are 
revealed. “Reflected Morning” captures the golden light and intense reflections of a calm 
summer morning on Whitehall Creek. As I live on the Chesapeake Bay, I want to portray its 
unique emotion and beauty. Contact: joanjohnsonstudio.com 

Judy Jordan (Annapolis, MD) 
My husband saved “Adam,” a partial mannequin, from annihilation by performing a daring act of 
dumpster-diving. “Adam” was in terrible condition and sat forlornly in my studio for a couple 
years. After much repair, plastic surgery of sorts, hair design and a clay shirt, he is ready for 
reconsideration. Contact: judyjordanart.com 

Warren Kahle (Annapolis, MD) 
This image captures a detail seen in Acadia National Park in Maine while on a week-long 
photographic outing last October. It only required a glimpse to know that an opportunity was in 
my view, but it required some thought to produce a composition that brought together the 
angular rock structure and the small purple wildflowers that somehow had established roots 
there. Much of travel and landscape photography is sparked by an emotional reaction to our 
surroundings; we just have to produce a composition that makes visual sense and provides us a 
degree of personal satisfaction. This contrasts with, say, commercial, architectural, or portrait 
photography, which may require considerable planning and organizing of details. 
Contact: wkahle@aol.com 

Christine Kelsey (Annapolis, MD) 
I was lucky enough to discover a whole flock of black-headed vultures gathering near some 
abandoned houses. Made for a perfect art adventure with photographs and encaustic wax and 
pastel and wax crayon enhancements. Contact: kelswede22@verizon.net 

Deborah Kommalan (Pasadena, MD) 
Maryland artist Deborah Kommalan works in oils in a realist style in which her primary focus is 
capturing the essence of an object. She wants viewers to take a closer look at everyday things 
and to be curious about the subjects she chooses, so she is attracted to subjects that will cast 
interesting shadows. Working in a strong tenebrist style, she also enjoys manipulating the 
shadows to create implied movement in her not-so-still lifes.  
Contact: deborah@deborahkommalan.com 

Lyn Laviana (Severna Park, MD) 
Mysterioso is a six-screen design based on a photograph I took in the Rocky Mountains. 
Something magical happens to color in the translation from computer design to ink resulting in 
this moody print. Contact: lavianal@gmail.com 



Eddie Lavin (Arnold, MD) 
One light. One life. One love. One meaningful interpretation of a creative intelligence that shares 
itself through the creative manifestations of art that we share with each other; so that through art, 
as a civilization, we may maintain a record of our hopes and dreams forging a path through the 
growth pains of evolution, fighting to share the light despite the frictions inherent to our rather 
fragile insight and the perils of our present human condition. Contact: Eddie@Gen3sis.com 

Mark Lindley (Annapolis, MD) 
For me art lives outside of fear, beyond boundaries and borders and social constraints. In making 
this two-color lithograph, I explored my past and future as an art maker. Pilgrims move through 
the hours of light and darkness to that interior castle where secrets vanish and vision rules. 
Simple color and bold marks support my move to continuing creation. 
Contact: lindley.mark@gmail.com 

Sharon E. Littig (Annapolis, MD) 
Trying to capture the quality of nature's light in a painting is not new. In the tradition of great 
artists from Monet to Henry Hensche I'm trying to capture that quality using color, as taught to 
me by my husband, John Ebersberger—an artist himself, who was a student of Hensche's. The 
outdoor still life is a great subject for exploring this idea. Contact: slittig@comcast.net 

Barbara Madden-Swain (Annapolis, MD) 
My work and I are constantly changing in a spirit of freedom to experiment, to change direction, 
and to discover improved ways and forms with clay. Contact: www.bmaddenswain.com 

Robert Madden (Annapolis, MD) 
As digital technology has become ubiquitous, increasingly our society uses images to 
communicate, and in so doing we become more sophisticated in discerning the visual 
relationships of those things that surround us. Using a limited palette along with a dramatic sense 
of scale, my photographs focus on these visual paradoxes. Those who have influenced my work 
range from John Constable to Robert Frank. Contact: RobertWMaddenPhotography.com  

Abigail Faye McBride (Chesapeake City, MD) 
I paint with longing. A longing to be a part of something greater than myself; to participate in the 
beauty of the natural world and to understand it more deeply. Every painting decision is made 
with intent to either learn or lead. It is work. It brings me joy to work and share what I’ve made. 
Contact: abigail@mcbridegallery.com 

Nancy McCarra (Crownsville, MD) 
Painting is a study of relationships; one color to another, warm and cool, light and shade. 
Painting is also an expression of what inspires me, whether it's a splash of sunlight striking a few 
branches of a tree, a dusty antique bottle casting a luminous shadow across a table top, or a face. 
Being an artist is a joyful journey, one which I pursue with passion, gratitude and dedication. 
Contact: nancymccarra@aol.com 



Kass McGowan (Millersville, MD) 
Encyclopedia Series 

As a found object artist I work from an intuitive place, using treasures found on roadsides, 
salvage architectural pieces, and other detritus. 

Inspiration for me often comes from the object itself as well as from a conceptual place. Using a 
variety of mediums, the object’s existence is transformed. 

Encyclopedia pages became my focus when I realized I couldn’t part with my mother’s 
treasured, and very well used books. What better way to put her treasurers to use then elevate 
them, still calling them what they are, but giving them new life. 

“Even a brick wants to be something.” —Architect Louis Kahn. 

Contact: mdfedart.com/mfaentry/memsite/index.php 

Anne McLaughlin (Annapolis, MD)  
Anne is a restless printmaker having dabbled in intaglio, reduction woodcuts, Sculpy clay prints, 
Eco printing, and a quick stint with lithography, arriving at clay monoprints. The mystery of the 
final image while carving away as well as adding clay slips to build a print, and exploring the 
mixology of colors is irresistible. Clearly experimenting in printmaking is her present and future 
vision. Contact: anneartist13@comcast.net 

Alvin (Jim) Miller (Arnold, MD) 
“Image and Imagination” illustrates that art is not only what we see, but also what we feel.  
Reality versus what we can make of it. Contact: jimarcey1@yahoo.com 

Emily Carter Mitchell (Pasadena, MD) 
It was a foggy morning on the Chesapeake Bay and off in the distance I spotted some tall masts. 
The horizon was mysteriously enveloped in the fog as we approached. Tall, majestic and quietly 
moored “The Eagle” floated silently on the still waters.  Photography allows me to preserve these 
fleeting moments to always remember and reflect upon.  
Contact: http://emilymitchellphotography.com 

Chris Mona (Arnold, MD) 
I am deeply and equally in love with American pop culture and the natural world. I also love the 
collisions of the two, and how they reverberate all around us. The layered images that I unleash 
are at once humorous, quotidian, oddly beautiful, and pleasingly discomforting. I work 
consistently in painting, printmaking, drawing, and digital media. Contact: cpmona@aacc.edu 

Christine Morgeson (Stevensville, MD) 
I live on Kent Island along the shores of the Chesapeake. Often I find fish in my crab pots. I 
photograph them before they are released then use the fish as subjects of my etchings.  
Contact: ckarm@live.com 

mailto:jimarcey1@yahoo.com
http://emilymitchellphotography.com/


Kathryn O’Grady (Tracys Landing, MD) 
I have been painting the many new saplings that have been planted by roadsides throughout 
Anne Arundel County over the last couple of years. I love their funny, fragile lines, and the 
absurd contrast with the established woods and fields. Beech Saplings by the Big Pond is about 
my realization that the new, native trees that spring up in the wild have much of that same look 
of being alien. Contact: squalodon@comcast.net 

Jean Ulmer Opilla (Annapolis, MD) 
I usually create fabric sculptures, but recently returned to print making after many years away 
from it. I am drawn to the graphic quality of screen printing, but because of my 3-dimensional 
orientation I have been incorporating relief into my prints. 

The dragonfly symbolizes change in almost every part of the world. It can be a change in 
perspective or self-realization. So to me it represents life’s ever-constant process of 
change. Contact: jeanulmeropilla.com 

Betty Pethel (Annapolis, MD) 
These ladies, some with children, dressed in all their Sunday finery, seem to have no particular 
place to go, but they're coming nevertheless, holding their umbrellas up high, meeting and 
greeting, as one can see during "An Afternoon Promenade." The painting reflects back to an 
earlier time but eternal is the bond and pleasure of friendship among Women. 
Contact: betty.pethel@gmail.com 

Emil Thomas Petruncio (Arnold, MD) 
I enjoy the interplay of light and shadows, and I especially like the brilliance of morning light 
and the long, sharp shadows it casts. To produce "First Light," I brought the outside in, merging 
a digitally manipulated photo of a sunlit forest (reduced to basic geometrical patterns) with a 
photo of morning shadows on the wall and ceiling of my living room. I hope this work reminds 
or motivates you to enjoy the simple blessings of bright mornings.  
Contact: eauceanblu@gmail.com 

Rebecca Wallace Pugh (Annapolis, MD) 
From concept to completion, this commission was a joy.  

I designed the painting to hang in a specific location in the family’s home. Using the client’s 
vertical photographs of the figures, I returned to the setting to create the composition—adjusting 
the perspective, color and morning atmosphere. Contact: rebeccawpugh@mac.com 

Elaine Weiner-Reed (Severn, MD) 
The Yellow Chair - My art focuses on relationships as people interact with each other, their own 
space, and the world around them. Life stops for no one—regardless of how we sometimes wish 
it would at least slow down so we could pause ... just for a minute. In this painting, the yellow 
chair solidifies as a beacon, a respite inviting us to sit a spell and enjoy the ride.  
Contact: http://www.weiner-reed.com 

http://jeanulmeropilla.com/
http://www.weiner-reed.com/


Donna F. Rhody (Churchton, MD)  
Donna is an award-winning artist from the Annapolis area. Her works in photography, colored 
pencil, and watercolor, have been accepted at ArtScape in Baltimore, Maryland Federation of Art 
and the Whitehall Gallery in Annapolis, and the River Gallery in Galesville. Sheppard-Pratt 
Hospital and Ginger Cove have purchased works for their permanent collections. Her work can 
be seen at:  Contact: http://donnarhody.blogspot.com/ 

Phyllis Saroff (Annapolis, MD) 
Although I am not religious, the inspiration for this painting is from a poem I love by the Jesuit 
Priest Gerard Manley Hopkins. As an illustrator, my work usually accompanies written words. 
His words were my starting point.  

As Kingfishers Catch Fire 

BY GERARD MANLEY HOPKINS 

As kingfishers catch fire, dragonflies draw flame; 
As tumbled over rim in roundy wells  
Stones ring; like each tucked string tells, each hung bell's  
Bow swung finds tongue to fling out broad its name;  
Each mortal thing does one thing and the same:  
Deals out that being indoors each one dwells;  
Selves — goes itself; myself it speaks and spells,  
Crying Whát I dó is me: for that I came.  

I say móre: the just man justices;  
Keeps grace: thát keeps all his goings graces;  
Acts in God's eye what in God's eye he is —  
Chríst — for Christ plays in ten thousand places,  
Lovely in limbs, and lovely in eyes not his  
To the Father through the features of men's faces.  

Contact: phyllis@saroffillustration.com 
 
Leslie Sater (Pasadena, MD) 
Gestural identity is at the center of my work. Be it person, place or object, I translate the 
subject’s unique presence into the movement, tension and fluidity of edge and color.  
Contact: lesliesaterart@gmail.com 

James Sayler (Annapolis, MD) 
A few quail flash fly in panic on the way to Greenberry Point in the full sunlight of an early 
summer day. Contact: http://saylerworks.shutterfly.com 

http://donnarhody.blogspot.com/
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/gerard-manley-hopkins
mailto:phyllis@saroffillustration.com
http://saylerworks.shutterfly.com/


Rick Schimpf (Pasadena, MD) 
This painting is my impression of the view one would have of Annapolis as you looked toward 
Church Circle from West Street during the blizzard of 2016. The record-breaking snowfall 
brought Annapolis to a standstill. The timing of this storm interrupted many winter events 
including the 2016 Legislative Session. The annual legislative sessions bring legislators, staff, 
and community leaders from all across Maryland to Annapolis for participation and weekly 
lodging during the session. Typically, the view as seen in this painting would be of parked cars 
lining both sides of West Street with pedestrian traffic on the sidewalks as they traveled to and 
from businesses, restaurants, art galleries, pubs, government offices, and courthouses. 
Automobiles typically would be lined up bumper to bumper as they traveled West Street to and 
from Church Circle. However, the record amount of snow essentially stopped vehicle traffic and 
closed businesses of all kinds. Maybe those that were in Annapolis during the snow could enjoy 
the unusual quiet time and imagine Annapolis from times past.  
Contact: rschimpf1943@gmail.com 

Marietta Meigs Schreiber (Annapolis, MD) 
On a trip to see the ongoing restoration of Poplar Island on the Bay, I saw and photographed 
several egrets and herons.  The reflections of this egret in the water caught my eye. The egret is 
extra white watercolor paper, left empty except for the subtle shadows.  
Contact: mschreiber520@gmail.com 

Deborah M. Schwab (Annapolis, MD)  
Deborah’s work is influenced by her time spent in forests, fields and gardens, bays and harbors 
as a landscape architect and sailor. The natural world is primarily what catches her eye as a topic 
for her paintings. Contact: dschwab.art@comcast.net 

Camilla Kenyon Schwarz (Annapolis, MD) 
The act of painting is a concrete way for me to connect with the ineffable. Each painting is an 
experiment; I love the process of surrendering to what the painting wants to be and at the same 
time, using my skills to guide the outcome. Contact: camilla.ks@verizon.net 

Cynthia Shumaker (Annapolis, MD) 
My favorite remark about being an artist is that to be one is to find a fine balance of privilege and 
necessity. It is a pleasure to not only create my paintings, but to bring pleasure to others, as well. 
Contact: www.caswatercolors.com 

Jen Sterling (Arnold, MD) 
My goal is to inspire energy and excitement—to empower the viewer to be bold. My paintings 
are meant to make you feel strong and powerful—to burst into your morning or invigorate your 
senses after a long day. Ideally, my art reminds you that life is for feeling and stretching and 
truly living. Contact: jensterlingart@gmail.com 

mailto:camilla.ks@verizon.net


Glenn Strachan (Pasadena, MD) 
I have been taking pictures since receiving a Polaroid camera from my father at the age of eight 
along with boxes of film from 47th Street Photo. I have been fortunate enough to be able to 
travel extensively throughout the world (116 countries) and have combined my love for travel 
with my passion for photography. I enjoy capturing the ephemeral, images which only exist for 
moments in time, like this image which lasted about 10 seconds before the woman answered her 
phone. All my photographs are taken using an Apple iPhone using the Moment App which 
produces huge high-resolution files for great image quality. Contact: glenn.strachan@jhpiego.org 
 
Kathy Strouss (Annapolis, MD) 
Art for me is photography, watercolors, pastels and mixed media. Inspiration for my art is from 
my travels and meeting people throughout the United States, Canada, and Europe. Art is a unifier 
of people, thoughts and emotions, but always a reminder of our wonderful life on this earth and 
to spend time here wisely doing things you love to do. Contact: ks21409@gmail.com 

Michael E. Thorpe (Annapolis, MD) 
I like contrast in my images. The old and the new, the dark and the light. My subjects usually 
have conflict in them which is what draws me to capture the image. Contact: guilfy1@aol.com 

David Trozzo (Severna Park, MD) 
David launched his photography career at the Capital Newspaper in Annapolis, Maryland. He 
has completed countless editorial and corporate assignments, including three books entitled 
Ocean City: Maryland's Grand Old Resort and The Chesapeake Bay Book: A Complete Guide, 
Edition II and Edition III. Dave’s photos have appeared in Audubon, National Geographic 
Traveler, Travel+Leisure.com, Chesapeake Bay Magazine, Boating Life, Baltimore Magazine, 
the Washington Post, and the Washington Times. He currently lives in Severna Park, MD. 
Contact: dtrozzo@gmail.com 

Sigrid Trumpy (Annapolis, MD) 
This print was an exploration of watercolor monoprinting in combination with drypoint etching. I 
had the opportunity to print a full sheet and the use of a large etching press, plus the space to do 
so while an Artist in Residence at Castle Hill Center for the Arts Edgewood Farm in Truro, MA. 
The beauty of Cape Cod and the proximity of the natural surroundings of ponds, forests, beaches 
and ocean inspired my print "Black Bass - Tahiti Rail." Contact: sigridtrumpy@gmail.com 

Andree Tullier (Annapolis, MD) 
The beauty of the world is magical. I strive to express that magic in my paintings whether 
describing the character of a person, discovering the light key of a landscape, or chasing the 
rainbow of a sunset. Contact: andreetullier.com 

Gil Ugiansky (Annapolis, MD) 
Gil is a metal sculptor who creates primarily non-representational art in mild steel, stainless steel, 
aluminum, iron, bronze, and occasionally found objects. He is strongly attracted to geometric 
shapes and shiny objects. Gil’s artistic goal is to capture the interest and curiosity of the viewer 
and elicit the thought: “how is that possible?” or “how did he do that?” And his goal is to do that 
while maintaining the highest aesthetic and quality of fabrication. Contact: gil@ugiansky.com 

http://leisure.com/


Marilyn Block Ugiansky (Annapolis, MD) 
Marilyn is a former graphic designer/creative director; currently non-representational 
painter/sculptor. She is particularly interested in exploring how mass works against mass in 
terms of color, texture, edge and gesture. Another area she is particularly drawn to is found 
objects and the texture, depth, and drama they bring to canvas. Contact: marilyn.ugiansky.com 

Annette Uroskie (Annapolis, MD) 
I am presently painting on a plastic like paper called Yupo and doing Photoshopped digital 
photography. When creating a work, I may change and alter it as I reconsider the final product. 
Hence, Calvert Cliffs and my altered shots of a model became a homage to my favorite painting. 
Contact: amuroskie@aol.com 

Louise Wallendorf (Gambrills, MD) 
This image is a surf lithograph created while an artist in residence in a dune shack at Cape Cod 
National Seashore. A ball grained lithographic plate was placed at the surf’s edge where the 
movement of the sand and water created the marks on the plate emphasized by the placement of 
tusche wash and drawing. Each of us has a personal response to the ocean’s edge. 
Contact: lwaves2002@yahoo.com 

Anna Watts (Annapolis, MD) 
My work is conceptual or storytelling in nature, often asking personal or societal questions, and 
layered in meaning and process. I want my work to be both direct and subtle: to be both visually 
pleasing and provocative. My inspirations often take me on a process-based journey across many 
mediums; from paintings being inspired by a digital photo-manipulation piece that was sparked 
from a photograph of a mixed-media work…and so the cycle continues. 
Contact: wattsupanw@yahoo.com 

Marguerite Welch (Annapolis, MD)  
Marguerite is a photographer and writer who spent 14 years sailing around the world with her 
husband Michael. Her forthcoming book, “Waterborne—A Slow Trip Around a Small Planet,” 
describes this journey. Her photographs tell a related but different visual version. Find her 
at www.mwwordsandimages.com and on Instagram at mwwordsandimages.com 

Cindy Ann Winnick (Annapolis, MD) 
Sculpting with fabric allows me to create a character or personality with color and form and, 
through this character, to comment on issues of identity, gender, and sexuality. My "Ruby" is 
strong, sexy and confident, with a great sense of humor. Contact: www.cindywinnick.com 

http://www.marilyn.ugiansky.com/
mailto:amuroskie@aol.com
http://www.mwwordsandimages.com/
http://mwwordsandimages.com/
http://www.cindywinnick.com/


Judy Wolgast (Stevensville, MD) 
As I struggle balancing the graphic quality with an impressionist view of my subject, primarily 
landscapes, I am usually rewarded as each multiple, handpulled from the press, results in new 
discoveries. 

Printmaking processes of material manipulation to render an artistic representation is heavily 
aligned with drawing, the early pursuit in my teens with pencil and charcoal. 

Pushing the tonal range for realism and depth, and striking marks for detail into a piece metal is 
just plain exciting. Contact: jwolgastdesigns@gmail.com 

Bryan Zidek (Mayo, MD) 
Submariner, turned Health Physicist, turned full time artist, Bryan Keith Zidek creates from a 
breadth of experience, a love of beauty, and his deep faith.  He loves painting flowers, people 
and still life. In his studio, Bryan Keith, he explores the dynamic between the still life and color. 
He uses the context of a still life sometimes as a setting, where he draws upon the world of 
symbols, and their interplay with human experience. Contact: bzidek@gmail.com 
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